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Pneumomediastinum occurs as a result of traumatic or iatrogenic causes or in patients with preexisting lung conditions such as interstitial lung disease, asthma, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. Spontaneous pneumomediastinum (SPM), however, is rarely seen in clinical practice. The authors report the case of a 14-year-old boy who presented to the emergency department with chest discomfort and shortness of breath after a 1600-m run as part of a physical education class. The patient was found to have SPM, was admitted to the pediatric service for monitoring and pain control, and made a full recovery within 24 hours. This case is notable because SPM occurred in the absence of identifiable organic causes and as the result of sustained noncontact physical activity. A review of the literature provides background information and highlights pathophysiologic processes of SPM and suggested treatment. Physicians should consider pneumomediastinum in young patients or runners presenting with chest pain even in the absence of any known inciting event.
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Report of Case

A 14-year-old boy presented to the emergency department with a chief complaint of chest discomfort and shortness of breath after running 1600 m (1 mile) on an asphalt track during physical education class at school 4 hours before presentation. The patient stated that he completed the run in 6 minutes, 8 seconds. The patient noted no adverse weather or ambient pressure change.

The patient had no allergies, was taking no medications, and had no notable medical or surgical history. The patient denied any history of asthma, reactive airway disease, SPM,
Discussion

To our knowledge, the present case is the first reported instance of SPM after a moderate-distance run. An extensive literature review yielded 2 case reports of SPM after running—1 after several continuous short sprints (each less than 100 m), and 1 after a full marathon (42.2 km). Running is also mentioned as a preceding event in 2 cases described by Newcome and Clarke; however, running was not mentioned as an isolated precursor, and running distance was not specified in either case.

Far more commonly reported are cases of SPM after blunt trauma during contact sports (eg, rugby, football, basketball) or brief Valsalva maneuvers during a variety of athletic competitions. An association with barotrauma has been described in a patient after scuba diving, and several cases have been reported after smoking, illicit drug use, sneezing, coughing, and retching. It is rare for SPM to occur after a sporting event or other intentional physical activity; in the largest case review to date, 2 of 62 cases occurred after physical activity, and both patients in these cases had participated in contact sports.

The pathophysiologic process of SPM was first described in detail by Macklin and Macklin as terminal alveolar rupture into the lung interstitial space secondary to increased alveolar pressure or decreased perivascular interstitial pressure, with subsequent dissection of gas along the hilum and into the mediastinum. Resultant symptoms include chest pain (up to 90% of patients), dyspnea (up to 49%), neck pain (up to 20%), and shortness of breath.

Osteopathic physicians must consider that forces intrinsic and extrinsic to the patient may contribute to SPM. In the present case, we suspect that the patient’s body type may have been a factor. Tall, thin patients are predisposed to spontaneous pneumothorax because of the lower, more negative pleural pressure at the apex of the lungs. A second set of radiographs obtained 7 days after discharge showed complete resolution of the patient’s pneumomediastinum.
Complications include concomitant pneumothorax (reported in anywhere from 6%-32% of patients) and, rarely, tension pneumomediastinum requiring surgical drainage.

Subcutaneous emphysema is a common physical finding in patients with SPM and the pathognomonic Hamman sign (crunching, crackling, or bubbling sounds synchronous with the heartbeat on auscultation) occurs in as few as 12% of patients. Frequently, the findings from the physical examination are unremarkable and vital signs are within reference range, as in the present case. Radiographic findings include the thymic sail sign (elevation of the thymus with sufficient mediastinal air) and ring sign (air surrounding the pulmonary artery or either of its branches, especially the right intramediastinal segment).

Spontaneous pneumomediastinum remains predominately a pathologic event of young men, with men comprising 78% to 90% of reported cases. Overall incidence is rare, with reported rates ranging from 1 in 800 to 1 in 44,511 patients presenting to the emergency department. Complications include concomitant pneumothorax (reported in anywhere from 6%-32% of patients) and, rarely, tension pneumomediastinum requiring surgical drainage.

Subcutaneous emphysema is a common physical finding in patients with SPM and the pathognomonic Hamman sign (crunching, crackling, or bubbling sounds synchronous with the heartbeat on auscultation) occurs in as few as 12% of patients. Frequently, the findings from the physical examination are unremarkable and vital signs are within reference range, as in the present case. Radiographic findings include the thymic sail sign (elevation of the thymus with sufficient mediastinal air) and ring sign (air surrounding the pulmonary artery or either of its branches, especially the right intramediastinal segment).

In the evaluation of the young, hemodynamically stable patient presenting with chest pain and no known
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cardiac history, we recommend obtaining plain film radiographs of the chest. Physicians should consider SPM in runners presenting with chest pain. If no pathologic findings are identified on plain film radiographs and clinical concern remains, a computed tomographic scan of the chest with or without contrast is warranted. If pneumomediastinum is identified by either study and the patient remains stable, further radiologic or procedural workup is rarely indicated.2

Treatment for patients with SPM should include both pain control and supplemental oxygen to promote rapid absorption of air—a protocol successfully used in the present case and in previous cases.10 Patients should remain in the hospital for treatment and monitoring until they are clinically stable. For SPM patients without complications, the mean hospital length of stay is 2.5 days.7 Many studies2,4,12,13,17,18 have noted that most patients with SPM have not required additional treatment beyond the acute recovery period and routine postrecovery imaging is probably unwarranted.

Conclusion

To our knowledge, the present case is the first reported instance of SPM after a moderate-distance (ie, 1600 m) run. Although SPM is a rare clinical entity, it should be considered in young patients or runners presenting with chest pain even in the absence of any known inciting event. The most common presenting symptoms are chest pain and dyspnea, and plain film radiographs are necessary to confirm the diagnosis and to rule out pneumothorax. Physicians should strongly consider admitting SPM patients to the hospital for monitoring and supportive care to avoid the risk of rare serious complications.
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